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PRESS RELEASE 
Valdata Systems - Sophisticated Simplicity in Manufacturing 
 

Valdata Systems incorporates operator-friendly navigation in its High End Chemical 
Management Suite for exceptionally easy to use operation and implementation 

March 27, 2012:  Valdata Systems Chemical Management Software suite (“CMS”) has been designed 

to incorporate easy to navigate menus and a ‘prompt and police’ 

theme throughout, aiding in the ease of use and implementation 

of this highly sophisticated system.  CMS consists of four 

interrelated modules including Manufacturing Execution, 

Warehouse Management, LIMS and Recipe Development. 

This is a departure from typical, complicated MRP / ERP systems 

that are not only complex on the back-end, but on the user 

facing side as well.  This often increases implementation and training costs, employee resistance, and 

difficulty achieving an effective transition. 

No one disputes that a system must be sophisticated to achieve desired results.  Valdata’s perspective 

is that this complexity does not need to translate into a difficult to use system.  Rather, CMS achieves 

a high level of complexity but presents it in a way that is free flowing and simple to use: 

‘Sophisticated Simplicity in Manufacturing’ 

One of Valdata Systems customers had this to say: 

"...Valdata's <System> has streamlined our raw material weighing and batch process 

operations, while improving inventory accuracy and process control. The Compound 

operators find the system easy to navigate and use, resulting in improved efficiency” 

George Ott, Chanel Director of Manufacturing. 

Valdata Systems customers have installed, trained and implemented systems in as little as six 

months.  Due to the easy to use nature of the system, across the board employee feedback is positive 

and all that were interviewed said that they would not go back to their previous methods. 
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About Valdata Systems 

Headquartered in Fairfield, NJ, Valdata Systems is a premier provider of Chemical Management 

solutions specifically targeting the Pharmaceutical, Flavor & Fragrance, Nutraceutical and Chemical 

Manufacturing industries. 

For more information on Chemical Management Systems, Inventory Control Systems, Recipe Manager 

and other products provided by Valdata Systems please visit: www.valdatasystems.com 
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